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Educational Considerations is published at the College
of Education, Kansas State University. Educational Con·
slderatlons and Kansas State University do not accept
responsibility for the views expressed in articles, reviews,
and other contributions appearing in this publication. In
keeping with the professional educational concept that
responsible free expression can promote learning and en·
courage awareness of truth, contributors are invited to
submit conclusions and opinions concerned with varying
points of view in and about education.
Educational Considerations is published three times
yearly in fall, winter and spring. Editorial offices are at the
College of Education, Holton Hall, Kansas State Univer·
sity, Manhattan, Kansas 66506. Correspondence about
manuscripts and reviews should be addressed to the
Editor. Unsolicited manuscripts should be accompanied
by a self·addressed envelope with sufficient postage to in·
sure its return. No remuneration is offered for accepted ar-
ticles or other material submitted.
Material submitted to Educational Considerations can
be as brief as a paragraph or as long as, say, 2000 words.
All of it, including indented quoted matter and footnotes,
should be typed double spaced. Footnotes should be at
the end of the manuscript. Headings should not be un·
derlined. Please submit three copies of each manuscript.
The author's complete name,address, and telephone num·
ber should be on a separate sheet attached to the original
or one copy of the manuscript, not on any copies of the
manuscript itself. Photographs, drawings, cartoons, and
other illustrations are welcome. Authors should be
prepared to provide, if requested, copies of permission to
quote copyrighted matter. Queries about possible articles
are certainly encouraged; however, a favorable reply is not
to be considered a request for the article. For manuscript
style other than specified above, be guided by the MLA
Style Sheet, 2nd Edition, Modern Language Association of
America (62 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10011;May 1970,
$1.25).The editors reserve the right to make grammatical
corrections and minor changes in article texts to improve
clarity. Address questions about special styles to the
Editor.
Subscription to Educational Considerations is $4.00per
year,with single copies SI.50each. Correspondence about
subscriptions should be addressed to the Business
Manager, c/o The Editor, Educational Considerations,
College of Education, KansasState University, Manhattan,
Kansas 66506.Checks for subscriptions should be made
out to Educational Considerations.
Printed in the United States of America.
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